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Multicast Capacity of Optical Packet Ring
for Hotspot Traffic
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Abstract—Hotspot traffic is common in metro ring networks
connecting access networks with backbone networks, and these
metro rings are also expected to support a mix of unicast, multi-
cast, and broadcast traffic. Shortest path (SP) routing, as em-
ployed in the IEEE 802.17 Resilient Packet Ring (RPR), is widely
considered for metro rings as it maximizes spatial reuse and, thus,
the achievable packet throughput (capacity) for uniform traffic.
In this paper, we analyze the capacity of bidirectional optical
ring networks, such as RPR, employing SP routing for multicast
(nonuniform) hotspot traffic (whereby unicast and broadcast are
considered as special cases of multicast). We find that, when
the traffic originating at the hotspot exceeds a critical threshold,
then SP routing leads to substantial reductions in capacity to a
value close to one simultaneous packet transmission. To overcome
this limitation of SP routing, we propose a simple combined
SP/one-copy routing strategy that provides a capacity of at least
two simultaneous packet transmissions.

Index Terms—Hotspot traffic, multicast, packet throughput,
shortest path (SP) routing, spatial reuse.

I. INTRODUCTION

O PTICAL ring networks, such as the IEEE 802.17 Re-
silient Packet Ring (RPR) [1], aim to provide efficient yet

simple packet-switched transport in metropolitan area networks
[2]–[4]. One key mechanism for achieving high efficiency in
optical ring networks is spatial reuse, whereby the destination
node takes a packet off the ring, enabling the destination node
or a node downstream to reuse the wavelength channel. Spatial
reuse is maximized through shortest path (SP) routing, whereby
the source node sends a packet in the ring direction that reaches
the destination with the smallest hop distance, i.e., travers-
ing the smallest number of intermediate network nodes.

Multicast traffic is expected to account for a significant
portion of the metro area traffic due to growing applications,
such as teleconferences [5], virtual private network intercon-
nections, interactive distance learning, distributed games, and
content distribution. These applications are expected to demand
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substantial bandwidths due to the trend of delivering video
and multimedia content in high-definition television (HDTV)
format and the emergence of video formats with resolutions that
are higher than HDTV for digital cinema and teleimmersion
applications. While there is, at present, scant quantitative infor-
mation about multicast traffic volume, there is ample anecdotal
evidence of the emerging significance of this traffic type [6],
[7]. As a result, multicasting has been identified as an important
service in optical networks [8], [9] and has begun to attract
significant attention in optical networking research, as outlined
in Section I-A.

The RPR standard defines unidirectional flooding and bidi-
rectional flooding for multicast traffic [1]. With unidirectional
flooding, the source node sends the multicast packet in one ring
direction all the way around the ring, whereas with bidirectional
flooding, the packet is sent in both ring directions to a cleave
point. With either strategy, a multicast packet traverses the
entire ring, thus preventing spatial reuse for multicast traffic.
A refined multicast transmission strategy is proposed and ex-
amined for uniform traffic in [10], whereby the source node
sends the multicast packet in both directions to the multicast
destination nodes bordering on the largest gap (LG) among
the destination nodes. For uniform traffic, this refined strategy
maximizes spatial reuse by avoiding traversal of the LG and
thus maximizes the multicast capacity of the RPR network.

Metropolitan area networks consist typically of edge rings
that interconnect several access networks (e.g., Ethernet passive
optical networks) and connect to a metro core ring. The metro
core ring interconnects several metro edge rings and connects
to the wide area network. The node connecting a metro edge
ring to the metro core ring is typically a traffic hotspot as
it collects/distributes traffic destined to/originating from other
metro edge rings or the wide area network. Similarly, the node
connecting the metro core ring to the wide area network is
typically a traffic hotspot. Examining the capacity of general
optical packet-switched ring networks, including RPR, for
hotspot traffic is therefore very important.

In this paper, we examine the capacity (maximum achievable
long run average packet throughput) of bidirectional single-
wavelength optical rings with a single hotspot for a general
fan-out traffic model comprising unicast, multicast, and broad-
cast traffic. We consider an arbitrary traffic mix composed
of uniform traffic, hotspot destination traffic (from regular
nodes to the hotspot), and hotspot source traffic (from the
hotspot to regular nodes). We first characterize and examine
the capacity that is achieved with SP routing. We discover that
SP routing does not maximize the capacity when the hotspot
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source multicast traffic exceeds a critical threshold. This result
is in contrast to uniform traffic, for which SP routing always
provides the maximum capacity. To overcome the discovered
limitation of SP routing, we propose and study a novel routing
policy: When the hotspot source traffic is below the critical
threshold, then SP routing is employed at all nodes; when the
hotspot source traffic is above the threshold, then the hotspot
routes its traffic according to a “one-copy (OC)” transmission
strategy (detailed shortly), whereas all other nodes route their
traffic according to the SP strategy. With this combined SP/OC
routing strategy, the capacity is at least two (simultaneous
packet transmissions in the network in the long run average)
for any arbitrary traffic mix, whereas when only SP routing is
employed, the capacity drops to one when there is a significant
portion of hotspot source traffic. The proposed routing strate-
gies are particularly relevant, as it appears that several emerging
multicast applications, such as content distribution and Internet
Protocol television (IPTV), will involve distribution of data
from a hotspot.

This paper is organized as follows. Section I-A reviews
related work. In Section II, we present our network and traffic
models, and introduce our basic notation. In Section III, we
analyze the maximum ring segment utilization probabilities and
the resulting multicast capacity for SP routing. In Section IV,
we introduce and examine the refined routing strategy that com-
bines SP routing with the OC routing strategy. We summarize
our conclusions in Section V.

A. Related Work

The analysis of the performance of optical packet rings,
such as RPR, has received significant attention recently. Several
studies have examined the fair bandwidth allocation in RPR and
proposed refinements to enhance the fairness of RPR (see, e.g.,
[11]–[22]). The access delay, congestion control, and quality
of service of RPR were examined in [23]–[26], while the
protection performance was studied in [27]–[29].

Studies of nonuniform traffic in optical networks have gen-
erally focused on issues arising in circuit-switched optical net-
works (see, e.g., [30]–[36]). A comparison of circuit switching
to optical burst switching network technologies, including a
brief comparison for nonuniform traffic, was conducted in [37].
Capacity analyses of packet-switched optical ring networks
have so far primarily focused on uniform packet traffic [10],
[38]–[40]. In contrast, we consider nonuniform traffic with a
hotspot node as it commonly arises in metro edge rings [41].
The throughput characteristics of a mesh network intercon-
necting routers on an optical ring through fiber shortcuts for
nonuniform unicast traffic were examined in [42]. The study
[43] considered the throughput characteristics of a ring network
with uniform unicast traffic, where the nodes may adjust their
send probabilities in a nonuniform manner. In contrast to these
works, we consider a nonuniform traffic model with an arbitrary
fan-out, which accommodates a wide range of unicast, multi-
cast, and broadcast traffic mixes.

Multicasting in wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM)
networks, including ring networks, has begun to attract sig-
nificant attention [44], [45]. The photonic level issues that are

Fig. 1. Optical ring network model: N nodes are interconnected by one
clockwise wavelength channel and one counterclockwise wavelength channel,
each consisting of N segments.

involved in multicasting over ring WDM networks are explored
in [46], while a node architecture for multicasting in WDM ring
networks is studied in [47]. The general network architecture
and MAC protocol issues arising from multicasting in packet-
switched WDM ring networks are addressed in [48] and [49].
The capacity and delay performance of WDM rings for uniform
multicast traffic are examined in [50] and [51]. We also note that
a wide range of aspects of multicast in circuit-switched WDM
ring and mesh networks has received considerable interest, such
as light path design (see, e.g., [52] and [53]), traffic grooming
(see, e.g., [54]), routing and wavelength assignment (see, e.g.,
[55] and [56]), and connection carrying capacity [57]. These
studies do not address the stability limit (capacity) of a packet-
switched optical ring network with a hotspot for multicast
traffic, which is the main focus of this paper.

II. SYSTEM MODEL AND NOTATIONS

In our model of the optical packet ring network, we let
N denote the number of nodes, which we index sequentially
by i, i = 1, . . . , N , in the clockwise direction, as illustrated in
Fig. 1. For 1 ≤ i ≤ N , we let

�

ui denote the clockwise-oriented
ring segment connecting node i− 1 to node i. Analogously,
we let

�

ui denote the counterclockwise-oriented ring segment
connecting node i to node i− 1.

Denote by S the node that is the sender. We introduce the
random set of destinations (fan-out set) F ⊂ ({1, 2, . . . , N} \
{S}). Moreover, we define the set of active nodes
A := F ∪ {S}.

We consider a traffic model combining a portion α of uni-
form traffic, a portion β of hotspot destination traffic, and
a portion γ of hotspot source traffic, with α, β, γ ≥ 0, and
α + β + γ = 1.

• Uniform traffic: A given generated packet is a uniform
traffic packet with probability α. For such a packet, the
sending node is chosen uniformly at random among all
network nodes {1, 2, . . . , N}. Once sender S is cho-
sen, the number of receivers (also called fan-out) l ∈
{1, 2, . . . , N − 1} is chosen at random according to a
discrete probability distribution (µl)N−1

l=1 . Once the fan-
out l is chosen, the random set of destinations (fan-out
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set) F ⊂ ({1, 2, . . . , N} \ {S}) is chosen uniformly at
random among all subsets of {1, 2, . . . , N} \ {S} having
cardinality l. We denote by Pα the probability measures
that are associated with uniform traffic.

• Hotspot destination traffic: A given packet is a hotspot
destination traffic packet with probability β. For a hotspot
destination traffic packet, node N is always a destination.
The sending node is chosen uniformly at random among
the other nodes {1, 2, . . . , N − 1}. Once sender S is cho-
sen, the fan-out l ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N − 1} is chosen at random
according to a discrete probability distribution (νl)N−1

l=1 .
Once the fan-out l is chosen, a random fan-out subset F′ ⊂
({1, 2, . . . , N − 1} \ {S}) is chosen uniformly at random
among all subsets of {1, 2, . . . , N − 1} \ {S} having car-
dinality (l − 1), and the fan-out set is F = F′ ∪ {N}. We
denote by Qβ the probability measures that are associated
with hotspot destination traffic.

• Hotspot source traffic: A given packet is a hotspot source
traffic packet with probability γ. For such a packet, the
sending node is chosen to be node N . The fan-out 1 ≤ l ≤
(N − 1) is chosen at random according to a discrete prob-
ability distribution (κl)N−1

l=1 . Once the fan-out l is chosen,
a random fan-out set F ⊂ {1, 2, . . . , N − 1} is chosen
uniformly at random among all subsets of {1, 2, . . . , N −
1} having cardinality l. We denote by Qγ the probability
measures that are associated with hotspot source traffic.

While our analysis assumes that the traffic type, the source
node, the fan-out, and the fan-out set are drawn independently
at random, this independence assumption is not critical for the
analysis. Our results hold also for traffic patterns displaying
correlations, as long as the long run average segment utiliza-
tions are equivalent to the utilizations with the independence
assumption. For instance, our results hold for a correlated traffic
model where a given source node transmits with probability
p < 1 to exactly the same set of destinations as the previous
packet that was sent by the node, and with probability 1 − p to
a new set of destination nodes that were drawn independently
at random. We denote by P l

α the probability measure Pα that is
conditioned upon |F| = l and define Ql

β and Ql
γ analogously.

We proceed to take a closer look at the set of active nodes A
containing the sender and all destinations. We order the nodes
in this set in increasing order of their indexes, i.e.,

A={X1,X2, . . . , Xl+1}, 1≤X1<X2< · · ·<Xl+1≤N
(1)

and consider the “gaps”

X1 + (N −Xl+1), (X2 −X1), . . . , (Xl+1 −Xl) (2)

between successive nodes in the set A. Observe that l here is
the random number of destinations.

For SP routing, i.e., to maximize spatial wavelength reuse,
we determine the largest of these gaps. Since there may be a
tie among the LGs (in which case, one of the LGs is chosen
uniformly at random), we denote the selected LG as “CLG”
(for “chosen largest gap”). Suppose that the CLG is between
nodes Xj−1 and Xj . With SP routing, the packet is then sent
from sender S to node Xj−1 and from sender S to node Xj in

the opposite direction. Thus, the CLG is not traversed by the
packet transmission.

Let P(E) denote the overall probability of any event of
interest E, so that

P(E)=α
N−1∑
l=1

P l
α(E)·µl+β

N−1∑
l=1

Ql
β(E)·νl+γ

N−1∑
l=1

Ql
γ(E) · κl

and note that, by symmetry, P{�

u1 is used} = P{ �

uN is used}
and P{�

u1 is used} = P{ �

uN is used}. More generally, for rea-
sons of symmetry, it suffices to compute the utilization proba-
bilities for the clockwise-oriented edges. For n ∈ {1, . . . , N},
we abbreviate

�

n := {�

un is used}. (3)

It will be convenient to identify 0 ≡ N . We denote by G,
0 ≤ G ≤ N − 1, the (random) node bordering the CLG “from
the left” (when this gap is considered clockwise), i.e., G denotes
the lower indexed border node of the CLG. The utilization
probability for the clockwise segment n is given by

P(
�

n) = α

N−1∑
l=1

P l
α(

�

n) · µl + β

N−1∑
l=1

Ql
β(

�

n) · νl

+ γ

N−1∑
l=1

Ql
γ(

�

n) · κl. (4)

Our primary performance metric is the maximum packet
throughout (stability limit). More specifically, we define the
(effective) multicast capacity CM as the maximum number
of packets (with a given traffic pattern) that can, in the long-
run average, be sent simultaneously [39], and note that CM is
given as the reciprocal of the largest ring segment utilization
probability, i.e.,

CM :=
1

maxn∈{1,...,N} P(
�

n)
. (5)

We note that [39] introduces both a nominal multicast capacity
that considers the hop distances that are required to serve mul-
ticast packets and an effective multicast capacity that considers
the utilization of the ring segments due to the multicast packet
transmissions. With the nonuniform traffic that is considered in
this paper, the segments of the bidirectional single-wavelength
ring are nonuniformly loaded (utilized). The utilization proba-
bilities of the ring segments capture this nonuniform loading,
with the most heavily loaded segment limiting the packet
throughput. Therefore, we consider the effective multicast ca-
pacity, which represents the stability limit of the network,
throughout this paper.

III. HOTSPOT MULTICAST CAPACITY FOR SP ROUTING

In this section, we examine the capacity with SP routing,
proceeding in three main steps. First, we characterize the ring
segment utilization probabilities due to uniform traffic, hotspot
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destination traffic, and hotspot source traffic. Second, we eval-
uate the largest utilization probability, which in turn limits the
capacity. Third, we examine the capacity numerically.

A. Characterization of Segment Utilization

1) Uniform Traffic: For uniform traffic, we have, for reasons
of symmetry, for all n ∈ {1, . . . , N},

P l
α(

�

n) = P l
α(

�

1 ). (6)

This probability can be computed according to (17) in [10] as

P l
α(

�

1 ) =
N − g(l, N)

2N
(7)

with the expected length of the LG g(l, N) given by g(l, N) =∑N−1
k=1 k · ql,N (k), where ql,N (·) denotes the distribution of

the length of the LG. This fundamental distribution may be
computed using the recursion

ql,N (k) = pl,N (k) ·
k∑

m=1

ql−1,N−k(m)

+
k−1∑
m=1

pl,N (m) · ql−1,N−m(k) (8)

together with the initialization q0,N (k) = 1 for k = N and
q0,N (k) = 0 for k < N , where pl,N (k) =

(
N−k−1

l−1

)
/
(
N−1

l

)
de-

notes the probability that an arbitrary gap has k hops. Note
that the distribution of the length of the LG ql,N (k), k =
1, . . . , N − 1, is the same for all traffic types (uniform traffic,
hotspot destination traffic, hotspot source traffic) for a given
fixed number of active nodes (l + 1) out of the total of N nodes
in the network.
2) Hotspot Destination Traffic: There are two complemen-

tary events that lead to a traversal of the clockwise segment
�

un+1, n ∈ {0, . . . , N − 1}, leading from node n to node n + 1:
1) The packet traverses both the clockwise segment

�

un+1 and
the preceding clockwise segment

�

un, i.e., the sender is a node
S �= n, and 2) node n is the sender (S = n) and transmits the
packet in the clockwise direction, so that it traverses segment
�

un+1, following node n (in the clockwise direction). Formally

Ql
β(n

�

+ 1) = Ql
β(

�

n and n
�

+ 1) + Ql
β(S = n and n

�

+ 1).
(9)

Next, note that the event that the clockwise segment
�

un is
traversed can be decomposed into two complementary events:
1) Segments

�

un and
�

un+1 are traversed, and 2) segment
�

un is
traversed but not segment

�

un+1, i.e.,

Ql
β(

�

n) = Ql
β(

�

n and n
�

+ 1) + Ql
β(

�

n and not n
�

+ 1). (10)

Similarly, we can decompose the event of node n being the
sender as

Ql
β(S = n) = Ql

β(S = n and n
�

+ 1)

+ Ql
β(S = n and not n

�

+ 1). (11)

Hence, we can express Ql
β(

�

n + 1) as

Ql
β(n

�

+ 1) = Ql
β(

�

n) −Ql
β(

�

n and not n
�

+ 1)

+ Ql
β(S = n) −Ql

β(S = n and not n
�

+ 1). (12)

Now, note that there are two complementary events that re-
sult in the CLG starting at node n, such that clockwise segment
n + 1 is inside the CLG: 1) Node n is the last destination node
reached by the clockwise transmission, i.e., segment n is used,
but segment n + 1 is not used, and 2) node n is the sender and
transmits only a packet copy in the counterclockwise direction.
Hence

Ql
β(G = n) = Ql

β(
�

n and not n
�

+ 1)

+ Ql
β(S = n and not n

�

+ 1).

Therefore

Ql
β(n

�

+ 1) = Ql
β(

�

n) + Ql
β(S = n) −Ql

β(G = n). (13)

In particular

Ql
β(

�

1 ) = Ql
β(

�

N) + Ql
β(S = N) −Ql

β(G = N). (14)

Note that, for hotspot destination traffic, node N is a destination
node and, by symmetry, is reached by a clockwise transmission
with a probability of 1/2, i.e.,

Ql
β(

�

N) =
1
2
. (15)

For hotspot destination traffic, node N cannot be the sender;
hence, Ql

β(S = N) = 0. The probability for the CLG to start
at N (clockwise) is the same as that for the other l gaps
(for reasons of symmetry), i.e., Ql

β(G = N) = 1/(l + 1). In
summary

Ql
β(

�

1 ) =
1
2
− 1

l + 1
. (16)

In Appendix A, we analyze Ql
β(S = n) and Ql

β(G = n)
for n = 1, . . . , N − 1 to allow for the recursive evaluation of
Ql

β(
�

n) using (13).
3) Hotspot Source Traffic: For hotspot source traffic, with

node N being the sender, we immediately have

Ql
γ(

�

N) = 0. (17)

For the SP routing policy, the only case where the segment
�

u1 is not used is when the CLG starts directly at the sender node
N ≡ 0, which occurs with probability Ql

γ(G = 0) = 1/(l + 1).
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To see this, note that, with l destinations, there are l + 1 gaps,
each of which has the same probability to be the CLG (for
reasons of symmetry). Hence

Ql
γ(

�

1 ) = 1 −Ql
γ(G = 0) = 1 − 1

l + 1
. (18)

Generally, we note that segment n + 1, n ∈ {1, . . . , N − 1},
can be utilized only if the preceding segment n is being used
(since only node N , which we also refer to as node 0, can be
the sender). Hence

Ql
γ(n

�

+ 1) = Ql
γ(

�

n and n
�

+ 1) (19)

= Ql
γ(

�

n) −Ql
γ(

�

n and not n
�

+ 1) (20)

= Ql
γ(

�

n) −Ql
γ(G = n) (21)

where (20) follows analogously from (10), and (21) follows by
noting that the clockwise segment n + 1 is not used if and only
if the CLG starts at node n (for the considered SP routing with
sender node N ).

Since Ql
γ(G = n) only depends on the geometry of the set of

active nodes A, one may compute this probability, as outlined
in Appendix A, replacing the β subscripts by γ subscripts.
From (21), we see that Ql

γ(
�

n) is a nonincreasing function of
n ∈ {1, . . . , N}. Note that the probability Ql

γ(G = n) is zero
for the larger values of n, i.e., for lN/(l + 1) < n ≤ N , and

that Ql
γ(

�

n + 1) stabilizes to zero on this interval. To see this,
note that, with l + 1 active nodes out of N total nodes, the LG
must be larger than or equal to N/(l + 1). Hence, the index
of the node where the LG starts (in the clockwise sense) must
be smaller than or equal to N −N/(l + 1). Consequently, the
LG cannot start at a node with an index that is larger than
lN/(l + 1).

B. Evaluation of Largest Segment Utilization

In this section, we show that, among all clockwise-oriented
edges,

�

u1 or
�

uN has the highest utilization probability. We be-
gin with the following lemma, which is proven in Appendix B.
Lemma 3.1: Letting x ∈ {β, γ} and fixing a fan-out cardi-

nality l, 1 ≤ l ≤ N − 1, one has, for all n ∈ {1, . . . , N − 1},
the following:

Ql
x(G = n|G ≥ n) ≥ 1

N − n
.

With this lemma, we can show the main statement.
Theorem 3.2: Among all clockwise-oriented edges,

�

u1 or
�

uN has the highest probability to be used, and this maximal
probability can be expressed as

max
n∈{1,...,N}

P(
�

n) = αPα(
�

1 ) +
β

2

+max


− β

N−1∑
l=1

νl

l + 1
+ γ

(
1 −

N−1∑
l=1

κl

l + 1

)
, 0


.

Fig. 2. Chords used in the proof of Theorem 3.2.

Proof: First, viewing Ql
β(

�

n) and Ql
γ(

�

n) as functions of
n ∈ {1, . . . , N}, it suffices to verify that these functions have
their values lying beneath the chords connecting their endpoints
at 1 and N (see Fig. 2).

Consider the case γ: Since Ql
γ(

�

N) = 0, we have to show

Ql
γ(

�

n) ≤ Ql
γ(

�

1 )
N − n

N − 1
. (22)

Using a telescopic expansion, we see that this is fulfilled as
soon as

Ql
γ(m

�

+ 1)

Ql
γ(

�

m)
≤ 1 − 1

N −m
∀m ∈ {1, . . . , N − 1}.

(23)
Since m is not the sender, we have

Ql
γ(m

�

+ 1)

Ql
γ(

�

m)
=

Ql
γ(m

�

+ 1 and
�

m)

Ql
γ(

�

m)

=Ql
γ(m

�

+ 1| �

m). (24)

The probability of the complementary event is

Ql
γ(not m

�

+ 1| �

m) =Ql
γ(G = m| �

m)

=Ql
γ(G = m|G ≥ m). (25)

Hence, it remains to be shown that

Ql
γ(G = m|G ≥ m) ≥ 1

N −m
(26)

but this is exactly the statement of Lemma 3.1.
Next, consider case β: Here, one has to show that

Ql
β(

�

n) ≤ Ql
β(

�

0 ) + (Ql
β(

�

1 ) −Ql
β(

�

0 ))
N − n

N − 1

∀n ∈ {1, . . . , N}. (27)

We use (14) and obtain, since N is not a sender:

Ql
β(

�

1 ) −Ql
β(

�

0 ) = −Ql
β(G = 0). (28)
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Moreover

Ql
β(

�

n) −Ql
β(

�

0 ) =
N−1∑
m=n

Ql
β(

�

m) −Ql
β(m

�

+ 1)

=
N−1∑
m=n

(Ql
β(G = m) −Ql

β(S = m))

=Ql
β(G ≥ n) − N − n

N − 1
. (29)

The last equality holds since, for reasons of symmetry, Ql
β(S =

m) = 1/(N − 1). So, we now know that inequality (27) is
equivalent to

Ql
β(G ≥ n) ≤ N − n

N − 1
(1 −Ql

β(G=0)) ∀n ∈ {1, . . . , N}.
(30)

We now use

1 −Ql
β(G = 0) = Ql

β(G ≥ 1) (31)

and see that (30) is satisfied if, for all m ∈ {1, . . . , N − 1}

Ql
β(G ≥ m + 1)

Ql
β(G ≥ m)

≤ 1 − 1
N −m

. (32)

This is directly equivalent to

Ql
β(G = m)

Ql
β(G ≥ m)

≥ 1
N −m

(33)

and we can again apply Lemma 3.1.
Let us recall that

P(
�

n) = αPα(
�

n) + βQβ(
�

n) + γQγ(
�

n). (34)

Therefore

P(
�

n) =
N−1∑
l=1

(αµlP
l
α(

�

n) + βνlQ
l
β(

�

n) + γκlQ
l
γ(

�

n)). (35)

Thus, the function n �→ P(n) is a convex combination of
n �→ P l

α(
�

n), n �→ Ql
β(

�

n), and n �→ Ql
γ(

�

n), and as such, n �→
P(n) also has to have a graph lying below the chord con-
necting its endpoints. As a consequence, the maximum value
max1≤n≤N P(

�

n) must be attained at the boundary of the dis-
crete interval {1, 2, . . . , N}, i.e.,

max
n∈{1,...,N}

P(
�

n) = max
{

P(
�

1 ),P(
�

N)
}

. (36)

This maximum can be evaluated by inserting the values
(15)–(18) into the representation (35) and use (6), so that

max
n∈{1,...,N}

P(
�

n) = αPα(
�

1 ) +
β

2

+max


− β

N−1∑
l=1

νl

l + 1
+ γ

(
1 −

N−1∑
l=1

κl

l + 1

)
, 0


 (37)

Fig. 3. Multicast capacity CM as a function of the maximum fraction of
hotspot traffic max{β, γ}, whereby all hotspot traffic is unicast. Uniform traf-
fic (UT) ranges from unicast (UC) to multicast (MC) with different maximum
fan-out Fmax. Number of nodes: N = 24.

for all traffic portions α, β, and γ, and fan-out distributions
(µl)N−1

l=1 , (νl)N−1
l=1 , and (κl)N−1

l=1 . �

C. Numerical Evaluation

In this section, we numerically examine the multicast capac-
ity that is achieved with SP routing. In Fig. 3, we consider
uniform traffic ranging from unicast with µ1 = 1 and µl = 0
for l = 2, . . . , N − 1 to multicast with different maximum
fan-outs, whereby µl = 1/(Fmax − 1) for l = 2, . . . , Fmax and
µl = 0 for l = Fmax + 1, . . . , N − 1, mixed with a maximum
fraction max{β, γ} of unicast (ν1 = 1, κ1 = 1, and νl = κl =
0 for l = 2, . . . , N − 1) hotspot traffic. Note that, for uni-
cast hotspot traffic, (37) reduces to maxn∈{1,...,N} P(

�

n) =

αPα(
�

1 ) + (1/2)max{β, γ}. Thus, for unicast hotspot traffic,
only the larger of the portion of hotspot destination traffic β and
the portion of hotspot source traffic γ influences the multicast
capacity, as illustrated in Fig. 3. The curves in the figure are
obtained by setting γ = 0 and increasing β from 0 to 1 (while
α decreases from 1 to 0).

In Fig. 4, we plot the multicast capacity when all traffic is
multicast with a maximum fan-out Fmax = 16 as a function of
the total fraction of hotspot traffic β + γ. We consider different
hotspot traffic mixes. The scenario where all hotspot traffic is
hotspot destination traffic (i.e., γ = 0) gives the largest capacity
for this moderately large fan-out since including the hotspot in
the already moderately large fan-out set is a relatively small
change from reaching destinations in a uniformly distributed
fan-out set of this size. As the portion of hotspot source traffic γ
increases to the point where all hotspot traffic is hotspot source
traffic (i.e., β = 0), the capacity drops quite significantly, par-
ticularly, for large total portions of hotspot traffic β + γ that are
close to one. Intuitively, a given hotspot source traffic packet
requires the sending of a packet copy in both ring directions,
unless the CLG is adjacent to the hotspot. With increasing fan-
out, it becomes less likely that the CLG is adjacent to the
hotspot. In the broadcast traffic case (κN−1 = 1), the CLG
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Fig. 4. Multicast capacity CM as a function of the total fraction of hotspot
traffic β + γ for different compositions of hotspot traffic from only hotspot
destination traffic (γ = 0) to only hotspot source traffic (β = 0). All traffic is
multicast with maximum fan-out Fmax = 16. N = 24.

is adjacent to the hotspot with probability 2/N ; hence, the
segment

�

u1 is used for each hotspot source traffic packet with
probability 1 − 1/N . (Similarly, the segment

�

uN is used with
probability 1 − 1/N .) As a result, the multicast capacity drops
to close to one when SP routing is employed, for a traffic
mix with a large portion of hotspot source traffic having a
moderately large to large fan-out.

IV. HOTSPOT MULTICAST CAPACITY

WITH SP/OC ROUTING

In this section, we propose a novel routing strategy that
avoids the high utilization of the segments

�

u1 and
�

uN for
hotspot source traffic and the resulting reduction in the mul-
ticast capacity. First, in Section IV-A, we introduce and analyze
an OC routing strategy that utilizes only one of the segments,
i.e., either segment

�

u1 or segment
�

uN , but not both for sending
hotspot source traffic. Next, in Section IV-B, we combine the
SP and OC routing strategies.

A. OC Routing: Definition and Analysis

We define the OC routing strategy as follows: Given that the
hotspot node N is the sender, let X1 denote the lowest indexed
destination node (i.e., the first destination node encountered
clockwise), and let Xl denote the highest indexed destination
node (i.e., the last destination node encountered clockwise
before Xl+1 = N ). If X1 > N −Xl, then the packet is sent
in the counterclockwise direction from node N to node X1. On
the other hand, if N −Xl > X1, then the packet is sent in the
clockwise direction from node N to node Xl. Ties are broken
symmetrically. Intuitively, with this OC strategy, node N sends
only one copy of the packet in the ring direction that reaches
all destination nodes with the smallest hop count. Note that this
OC strategy does not minimize, in general, the hop count: If
max{X1, N −Xl} is as large as the CLG, then the OC strategy
achieves the minimum hop count. If max{X1, N −Xl} is

smaller than the CLG, then the OC strategy incurs a larger
hop count than SP routing and consequently does not maximize
spatial wavelength reuse. However, when employed judiciously
for the hotspot source traffic, this OC strategy can lead to
significant increases in the multicast capacity over SP routing.
Traffic from the regular nodes is routed with the SP strategy
throughout. In summary, we define the OC routing strategy
as employing OC routing for the hotspot source traffic and
SP routing for the uniform and hotspot destination traffic. We
denote by Q̃γ and P̃ the probability measures that are associated
with OC routed hotspot source traffic.

As we illustrate in Section IV-C, the segments
�

u1 or
�

uN are
no longer guaranteed to attain the maximum utilization when
the OC routing strategy is employed. To assess the multicast
capacity with OC routing, we analyze therefore the segment uti-
lization probabilities Q̃l

γ(
�

n), n = 1, . . . , N , due to OC routed
hotspot source traffic. Together with the utilization probabilities
Ql

β(
�

n) (as analyzed in Appendix A) due to SP routed hotspot

destination traffic and P l
α(

�

n) [given in (7)] due to SP routed
uniform traffic, the utilization probabilities Q̃l

γ(
�

n) can be used
in (4) to evaluate the total segment utilization probabilities
P̃(

�

n) and, subsequently, the multicast capacity CM using (5).
For the evaluation of Q̃l

γ(
�

n), n = 1, . . . , N , we first note that

Q̃l
γ(

�

1 ) = 1/2, whereas Q̃l
γ(

�

N) = 0. Then, for intermediate

segments
�

un, 2 ≤ n ≤ N − 1, we have

Q̃l
γ(

�

n) = Q̃l
γ(n

�

− 1) − Q̃l
γ(Xl = n− 1, n

�

− 1) (38)

since a packet traversing segment
�

un−1 also traverses segment
�

un, unless node n− 1 is the last destination node in the
clockwise direction. Moreover

Q̃l
γ(Xl =n− 1, n

�

− 1)=
(N−n)∧(n−1)∑

j=1

Q̃l
γ(Xl =n− 1,X1 =j)

+
1
2
Q̃l

γ(Xl =n− 1,X1 = N − n + 1) (39)

since the packet is routed clockwise to the last destination
node Xl = n− 1 if X1 < N −Xl, i.e., if X1 ≤ N − n, to
avoid the LG neighboring the source node. In case of a tie,
i.e., if X1 = N − n + 1, then the packet is routed clockwise
with a probability of 1/2. Observe that the joint probabilities
Q̃l

γ(Xl = a,X1 = b) are given by

Q̃l
γ(Xl = a,X1 = b) =

(
a− b− 1

l − 2

)/(
N − 1

l

)
(40)

where a ≥ (b + l − 1). Introducing the Heaviside (unit step)
function

H(x) =
{

1, if x ≥ 0
0, if x < 0 (41)
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and using the following identity for binomial coefficients:

M2∑
n=M1

(
n

k

)
=
(
M2 + 1
k + 1

)
−
(

M1

k + 1

)
(42)

that is valid for k ≤ M1 < M2, we obtain the following recur-
sion for 2 ≤ n ≤ N − 1:

Q̃l
γ(

�

n) = Q̃l
γ(n

�

− 1)

−
[(

n− 2
l − 1

)
H(n− l − 1)

−
((

2n−N − 2
l − 1

)
− 1

2

(
2n−N − 3

l − 2

))

×H(2n−N − 1 − l)
]/(

N − 1
l

)
. (43)

Noting that, for all segments
�

un, n = 1, . . . , N , we have

Ql
β(

�

n) ≤ Ql
β(

�

N) = 1/2 for the utilization due to SP routed

hotspot destination traffic and Q̃l
γ(

�

n) ≤ Q̃l
γ(

�

1 ) = 1/2 for the
utilization due to OC routed hotspot source traffic, we have

max
n∈{1,...,N}

P̃(
�

n) ≤ αPα(
�

1 ) +
1
2
(β + γ) (44)

as an upper bound on the total segment utilization with the OC
routing strategy. A lower bound on the multicast capacity CM

with the OC routing strategy is thus given by

CM ≥ 1

αPα(
�

1 ) + 1
2 (β + γ)

. (45)

On the other hand, noting that, with OC routing, the utiliza-
tion probability of segment

�

u1 due to hotspot source traffic is

reduced to P̃
l
γ(

�

1 ) = 1/2, we have the lower bound on the total
segment utilization

max
n∈{1,...,N}

P̃(
�

n) ≥ max
{

P̃(
�

1 ), P̃(
�

N)
}

= αPα(
�

1 ) +
β

2
+ max

{
−β

N−1∑
l=1

νl

l + 1
+

γ

2
, 0

}
. (46)

Note that the lower bound (46) on the segment utilization with
the OC routing strategy is less than or equal to the utilization
(37) with SP routing for all traffic types. Consequently, the
upper bound on the multicast capacity with the OC routing
strategy that is given by the reciprocal of (46) is larger or equal
to the multicast capacity that is given by the reciprocal of (37).

We assumed throughout this section that the hotspot node
distinguishes between a packet that it generated as unicast
traffic (and routed according to SP routing) and a packet that
is generated as hotspot source traffic (and routed according to
OC routing). It may be more practical to apply the OC strategy
to any packet with node N as the source node, irrespective
of whether the packet corresponds to uniform traffic (and just
happened to selected node N as the random source node) or

to hotspot source traffic. This would effectively result in a
portion α(1 − 1/N) of uniform traffic and a portion γ + α/N
of hotspot source traffic. The segment utilization probabilities
due to uniform and hotspot source traffic would be unchanged
from the preceding expressions, but the traffic proportions that
were used in evaluating (4) would need to be adjusted by α/N ,
as outlined. The effect of this adjustment quickly diminishes
with the number of nodes N , and we continue to assume that the
hotspot node can distinguish between the uniform and hotspot
source traffic packets in the remainder of this paper.

B. Combined SP/OC Routing Strategy

As readily seen from Theorem 3.2, the hotspot source traffic
does not affect the maximum segment utilization with SP
routing (for all traffic types) as long as

γ ≤
β
∑N−1

l=1
νl

l+1

1 −
∑N−1

l=1
κl

l+1

=: γth1 (47)

because then the maximum utilization is attained at αPα(
�

1 ) +
(β/2). Intuitively, the fulfillment of (47) corresponds to N
being primarily a “Receiving Hotspot.”

As the portion of hotspot source traffic γ increases above
the threshold γth1, i.e., as N becomes primarily a “Sending
Hotspot,” the multicast capacity may be increased by employ-
ing the OC routing strategy from the preceding section. The
lower bound of the multicast capacity with the OC routing
strategy (45) exceeds the multicast capacity with SP routing,
which was obtained as the reciprocal of (37) when the portion
of hotspot source traffic γ becomes so large that

γ >
β
∑N−1

l=1
νl

l+1

1
2 −

∑N−1
l=1

κl

l+1

=: γth2. (48)

Thus, when inequality (48) is fulfilled, we are guaranteed to
achieve a larger multicast capacity with the OC routing strategy
than with SP routing.

Based on these threshold criteria, we define the combined
SP/OC routing strategy as follows: The hotspot periodically
estimates the current traffic parameters, i.e., the traffic portions
α, β, and γ as well as the corresponding fan-out distributions
µl, νl, and κl, l = 1, . . . , N − 1. These traffic estimates may be
based on a combination of traffic measurements and historic
traffic patterns, using techniques that are similar to those in
[58]–[62]. From the traffic parameters, the hotspot evaluates the
thresholds γth1 and γth2, as given in (47) and (48). The crit-
ical threshold γth_crit, i.e., the “crossover” point from higher
capacity with SP routing to higher capacity with OC routing,
is contained in the interval [γth1, γth2]. To find the crossover
point, the hotspot evaluates the multicast capacity CM for SP
routing using (37) and for OC routing using the methodology
that was provided in Section IV-A and finds the crossover point
of these two capacities with standard numerical methods, e.g.,
bisection, in the interval [γth1, γth2]. If the fraction of hotspot
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source traffic γ ≤ γth_crit, then SP routing is employed for all
traffic. On the other hand, if γ ≥ γth_crit, then the OC routing
strategy is employed, i.e., the hotspot sends its hotspot source
traffic (or all of its traffic) using OC routing, while all other
nodes send their traffic using SP routing.

C. Numerical Results

In this section, we numerically examine the multicast capac-
ity CM of the SP and OC routing strategies, as well as the com-
bined SP/OC strategy. Before we examine in detail the multicast
capacities for the different routing strategies, we briefly provide
insight into the relevance of the proposed OC routing strategy
by examining inequality (48) for illustrative traffic scenarios.
Consider a traffic scenario with a portion β of unicast hotspot
destination traffic, i.e., ν1 = 1. Then, the OC routing strategy
is guaranteed to achieve a larger multicast capacity than the
SP routing strategy when γ > γth2 = β/(1 − 2

∑N−1
l=1 (κl/(l +

1))). For hotspot source multicast traffic with equal portions of
one, two, or three receivers, i.e., κ1 = κ2 = κ3 = 1/3, we ob-
tain γth2 = 3.6β, whereas for hotspot source traffic with equal
portions of up to eight receivers, i.e., κ1 = · · · = κ8 = 1/8, we
obtain γth2 ≈ 1.842β. Thus, we observe that the OC routing
strategy becomes relevant for such a basic traffic scenario with
unicast hotspot destination traffic as soon as the fraction of
hotspot source traffic exceeds the fraction of hotspot destination
traffic by relatively small constants, which is likely to occur in
practice due to IPTV and similar applications distributing large
traffic amounts from a hotspot. In addition, observe that, for the
case of only uniform and hotspot source traffic, i.e., β = 0, the
OC routing strategy provides higher capacity for any nonzero
portion of hotspot source multicast traffic.

Throughout the following investigations, we plot the mul-
ticast capacity CM as a function of the fraction of hotspot
source traffic γ. We illustrate the impact of the fraction of
hotspot destination traffic β, the fan-out of the hotspot source
traffic (controlled by the distribution κl, l = 1, . . . , N − 1), and
the fan-out of the hotspot destination traffic (controlled by the
distribution νl, l = 1, . . . , N − 1) in Figs. 5–7, respectively. For
each traffic scenario, we report the corresponding thresholds
γth1 and γth2 in the figures.

We first observe from the figures that, as expected, an in-
creasing fraction of hotspot destination traffic β and increasing
fan-out (achieved here by setting νd = 1 or κd = 1 for increas-
ing d with all νl, κl = 0 for l �= d) result in smaller multicast
capacity. Importantly, we observe that the multicast capacity
with OC routing never drops below two, whereas the multicast
capacity with SP routing can drop well below two.

For the traffic scenarios considered in Fig. 5, the γ thresholds
are close to zero. OC routing gives the same capacity as SP
routing for the small range 0 ≤ γ ≤ γth1 and larger capacity
for the range γ > γth1. Similarly, we observe for the smaller
fan-out scenarios κ2 = 1 and κ8 = 1 in Fig. 6 that SP routing
and OC routing give the same capacity in the range 0 ≤ γ ≤
γth1, whereby the threshold γth1 is significantly larger in the
examples in Fig. 6. For these κ2 = 1 and κ8 = 1 scenarios in
Fig. 6, OC routing achieves larger capacities than SP routing as
soon as γ > γth1.

Fig. 5. Multicast capacity CM as a function of the fraction of hotspot source
traffic γ for different fractions of hotspot destination traffic β. Uniform traffic
is multicast (MC) with maximum fan-out Fmax = 4; hotspot destination and
source traffic are multicast with 16 receivers, i.e., ν16 = κ16 = 1. Number of
nodes N = 24.

Fig. 6. Multicast capacity CM as a function of the fraction of hotspot
source traffic γ for different fan-outs of hotspot source traffic κd = 1 (uniform
traffic with Fmax = 4, hotspot destination traffic with β = 0.4, ν2 = 1,
and N = 24).

In contrast, in the larger fan-out example κ23 = 1 in Fig. 6,
SP routing achieves larger multicast capacity than OC rout-
ing for small fractions γ of hotspot source traffic, and the
“crossover” from higher capacity with SP routing to higher
capacity with OC routing is toward the upper end of the
[γth1, γth2] interval.

Turning to Fig. 7, we observe that, for small hotspot desti-
nation traffic fan-outs ν1 = 1 and ν2 = 1, as well as for large
fan-out ν23 = 1, the behavior is similar to the large hotspot
source traffic fan-out (κ23 = 1) in Fig. 6 in that SP routing
achieves higher capacity for small γ; then, for a critical fraction
of hotspot source traffic γ that is close to the middle of the
interval [γth1, γth2], there is a crossover to higher capacity with
OC routing. (The curves for (OC, d = 1) and (OC, d = 2)
are indistinguishable in the figure.) For the moderately large
hotspot source traffic fan-out κ16 = 1 in Fig. 7, the dynamics
are similar to the small hotspot source traffic examples in Fig. 6,
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Fig. 7. Multicast capacity CM as a function of the fraction of hotspot
source traffic γ for different fan-outs of hotspot destination traffic νd = 1
(uniform traffic with Fmax = 4, β = 0.4, hotspot source traffic with κ16 = 1,
and N = 24).

Fig. 8. Segment utilization probability with SP routing P(
�

n ) and with OC

strategy P̃(
�

n ) as a function of segment index n for different γ (uniform traffic
with Fmax = 4, β = 0.4, ν1 = 1, κ16 = 1, and N = 24).

with OC routing achieving the same capacity as SP routing for
small γ and then larger capacity for γ larger than γth1.

In Fig. 8, we plot the segment utilization probabilities P(
�

n)
and P̃(

�

n) with SP and OC routing, respectively, for the example
with ν1 = 1 (i.e., d = 1) in Fig. 7. Specifically, we plot the
segment utilizations for γ = 0.2 where SP routing achieves a
capacity of 3.35 compared to 2.88 with OC routing and for γ =
0.5 where OC routing achieves a capacity of 2.42 compared
to 2.02 with SP routing. This example clearly demonstrates
that, with OC routing, the segments

�

u1 and
�

uN do not attain
the maximum utilization, whereas with SP routing, one of
these segments is guaranteed to attain the maximum utilization,
as proven in Theorem 3.2 and illustrated in Fig. 8. For a
large fraction of hotspot source traffic γ, OC routing achieves
overall a more uniform loading of the segments and thus higher
capacity.

An analysis of the segment utilization probabilities, as de-
picted in Fig. 8, can help in identifying the “bottleneck” seg-
ments and in guiding evolutionary network upgrades to relieve
those bottlenecks. More specifically, for the most common traf-
fic patterns and the corresponding preferable routing strategies,
the segment utilizations can be evaluated with our analytical re-
sults. The most heavily loaded bottleneck segments can then be
upgraded by employing a second wavelength on these segments
(using two transmitters and receivers in the nodes bordering on
these segments). By equally splitting the traffic over the two
wavelength channels of the upgraded segments, their utilization
is approximately half of the utilization before the upgrade. The
other (nonupgraded) segments continue to operate as before,
and the next most heavily utilized segment becomes the new
bottleneck limiting the capacity.

Overall, these numerical examples illustrate that, in general,
there is a critical threshold for hotspot source traffic: Below the
threshold, SP routing achieves higher (or the same) capacity as
OC routing, whereas above the threshold, OC routing achieves
higher capacity. Our combined SP/OC routing policy outlined
in Section IV-B achieves the higher of the two capacities across
the entire range of the fraction of hotspot source traffic by
adaptively switching between SP and OC routing at the critical
threshold.

D. Simulation Results

In this section, we present simulation results that comple-
ment the numerical results that were obtained from our capacity
analysis. We simulated a bidirectional single-wavelength ring
network connecting N = 24 nodes. The ring had a circum-
ference of 100 km, a propagation speed of 2 · 108 m/s, and a
transmission rate of 1 Gb/s. We consider Poissonian packet gen-
eration with a typical trimodal packet size distribution of 50%
40-B packets, 30% 552-B packets, and 20% 1500-B packets.
Each node had unlimited station buffers for the generated
packets. Each intermediate node forwarding a packet along the
ring performed optical–electrical–optical conversion, i.e., the
packet incurred a transmission delay at each intermediate node.
Intermediate nodes gave priority to forwarding packets on the
ring. Thus, no generated packet was lost. We examine the mean
aggregate multicast throughput, which is defined as the mean
number of simultaneous multicast transmissions in the long-run
average and is bounded from above by the analyzed multicast
capacity CM . We also examine the mean packet delay from
packet generation until the complete reception of the last copy
of the packet by the last destination node, i.e., until the packet
has been delivered to all of its destinations. We measure the
mean packet delay in terms of the propagation round-trip time
of the ring, i.e., 1 ms.

In Fig. 9, we plot the mean packet delay as a function of the
mean aggregate multicast throughput for the scenario that was
considered in Fig. 6 with a fraction γ = 0.4 of hotspot source
traffic with d = 8 destinations. The curves from left to right
are obtained by increasing the traffic generation rate and give
the 95% confidence intervals for both delay and throughput.
We observe that the mean aggregate multicast throughput ap-
proaches the multicast capacities CM that were obtained with
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Fig. 9. Mean packet delay as a function of mean aggregate multicast through-
put for the scenario that was examined in Fig. 6 with d = 8 and γ = 0.4.
For both SP routing and OC routing, the packet delay grows very large as the
multicast throughput approaches the multicast capacity CM .

our analysis for both the SP and OC routing strategies, thus
verifying the analysis. We also observe that, for low loads,
SP routing gives somewhat lower delays. This is because the
typically two packet copies that are sent for hotspot source
traffic with SP routing travel shorter distances around the ring
to reach their respective destination nodes. With OC routing
of hotspot source traffic, a single packet copy is used to reach
all destinations, resulting in typically longer distances that are
traveled by the single packet copy. Importantly, we observe that
the proposed OC routing strategy achieves significantly larger
multicast throughputs than the SP routing strategy, as predicted
by our multicast capacity analysis.

V. CONCLUSION

We have examined the capacity (maximum achievable long-
run average throughput) of a bidirectional optical packet ring
with a hotspot for an arbitrary mix of unicast, multicast, and
broadcast traffic. We have found that the commonly employed
SP routing policy, which achieves the largest capacity for uni-
form traffic, leads to significant capacity reductions when the
portion of multicast traffic originating at the hotspot (hotspot
source traffic) exceeds a critical threshold. We have proposed a
combined SP/OC routing policy that routes all traffic using SP
routing when the hotspot source traffic is below the threshold
and routes traffic originating at the hotspot using an OC routing
policy and the other traffic using SP routing when the hotspot
source traffic is above the threshold.

There are several important directions for future work. One
direction is to expand the capacity and routing evaluations that
were reported here for single-wavelength bidirectional optical
packet rings to WDM rings with multiple wavelength channels
in each ring direction, possibly with multiple transceivers at the
hotspot, or stacks of WDM rings [63]. Another direction is to
examine the capacity and optimal routing for hotspot traffic in
ring networks that are meshed with a hub, e.g., [64] and [65],
which have so far only been analyzed for uniform traffic.

APPENDIX A
ANALYSIS OF Ql

β(S = n) AND Ql
β(G = n)

For Ql
β(S = n), one simply has

Ql
β(S = n) =

1
N − 1

∀n ∈ {1, 2, . . . , N − 1}. (A.1)

In order to evaluate Ql
β(G = n), we proceed as follows: First,

for reasons of symmetry, we obtain

Ql
β(G = N) =

1
l + 1

. (A.2)

Assume now that 1 ≤ n < N. In order to evaluate Ql
β(G = n),

we first give a recursive formula for the probability that the
CLG has length k and that there are m LGs (of length k) along
the ring. For m ≥ 2, we compute this probability recursively as

QN,l
β (|CLG|=k, $(LG)=m)

= QN,l
β (X1 =k) ·QN−k,l−1

β (|CLG|=k, $(LG)=m− 1)

+
k−1∑
i=1

QN,l
β (X1 = i) ·QN−i,l−1

β (|CLG|=k, $(LG)=m)

(A.3)

whereby the second term on the right-hand side (RHS) corre-
sponds to a “merging” of the first nodes in the network, yielding
a smaller ring.

The case m = 1 needs to be treated separately by replacing,
for m = 1, the (rather nonsensical) probability

QN−k,l−1
β (|CLG| = k, $(LG) = m− 1) (A.4)

by the probability that is really playing a role in this particular
step of the recursion, i.e.,

QN−k,l−1
β (|CLG| < k). (A.5)

This latter probability is a quantile of the distribution of the
length of the LG, and this fundamental distribution is given in
(8). The required quantile of the distribution of the length of the
LG is thus obtained by summing the QN−k,l−1

β (·) probabilities
for |CLG| = j for j = 1, 2, . . . , (k − 1).

Defining the Kronecker Delta symbol δa,b by

δa,b =
{

1, if b = a
0, if b �= a

(A.6)

one has the initialization

QN,l=0
β (|CLG|=k, $(LG)=m)=δk,Nδm,1+(1−δk,N )δm,0.

(A.7)

Recall that

QN,l
β (X1 = j) =

(
N − j − 1

l − 1

)/(
N − 1

l

)
(A.8)

for all 1 ≤ j ≤ k [see the remarks following (7)].
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At this point, we may focus our attention on the computation
of the conditional probabilities

QN,l;k,m
β (G = n) := QN,l

β (G = n||CLG| = k, $(LG) = m)
(A.9)

which, jointly with (A.3), allow for the evaluation of Ql
β(G =

n) using the formula for total probabilities. The conditional
probabilities QN,l;k,m

β (G = n) are set to 0 whenever the con-
ditioning event has a probability of 0. If the conditioning event
has a positive probability, we evaluate

QN,l;k,m
β (G = n)

= QN,l;k,m
β (X1 = k)

×
{

1
m

δn,0 +
m− 1

m
QN−k,l−1;k,m−1

β (G = n− k)
}

+
k−1∑
i=1

QN,l;k,m
β (X1 = i) ·QN−i,l−1;k,m

β (G = n− i).

(A.10)

In the RHS of (A.10), the hotspot is identified with Node 0; the
initialization is given by

QN,l=0;k,m
β (G = n) = δk,Nδm,1δn,0 (A.11)

and we also have QN,l;k,m
β (X1 = k) = m/(l + 1) (for reasons

of symmetry). Furthermore, for smaller values 1 ≤ i ≤ k − 1,
we have, using Bayes’ formula

QN,l;k,m
β (X1 = i)

=
QN,l

β (|CLG| = k, $(LG) = m|X1 = i)QN,l
β (X1 = i)

QN,l
β (|CLG| = k, $(LG) = m)

=
QN−i,l−1

β (|CLG| = k, $(LG) = m)

QN,l
β (|CLG| = k, $(LG) = m)

QN,l
β (X1 = i)

(A.12)

whereby we have used that by merging the first gap

QN,l
β (|CLG| = k, $(LG) = m|,X1 = i)

= QN−i,l−1
β (|CLG| = k, $(LG) = m) . (A.13)

Note that the quantities appearing on the RHS of (A.12)
were computed in (A.3). There are some restrictions on the
range of the variables k and m: One should only consider
situations where �N/(l + 1)� ≤ k ≤ (N − n) and 1 ≤ m ≤
max{�N/k�, (l + 1)} (in all other cases, the corresponding
probabilities vanish).

APPENDIX B
PROOF OF LEMMA 3.1

Proof: Since we are investigating the uniform, hotspot des-
tination, and hotspot source traffic types separately, we can

rename the nodes for uniform traffic, such that the sender is
node N , i.e., S = N . Moreover, concerning the positions and
lengths of the gaps, the sender has the same effect as a receiver.
Hence, we do not have to differentiate between the different
types of traffic. Consider the set of active notes A := F ∪ {S}.
Since we have renamed the nodes for uniform traffic, we now
always have N ∈ A.

Let Kn denote the number of active nodes between the nodes
N and n (clockwise), i.e.,

Kn := |A ∩ {1, . . . , (n− 1)}| . (B.1)

For 1 ≤ l ≤ N − 1 and 0 ≤ k ≤ (n− 1) ∧ (l − 1), we denote
by pl,k the probability measure Px conditioned on |F| = l and
Kn = k for x ∈ {α, β, γ}. Notice that this probability measure
does not depend on the particular type of traffic x.

Assume now that the CLG starts at node n, i.e., G = n. This
implies that G ≥ n and n ∈ A. Hence, we obtain

pl,k(G=n)

=pl,k(G=n,G ≥ n, n∈A)

=pl,k(G=n|G ≥ n, n∈A)pl,k(G ≥ n|n ∈ A)pl,k(n ∈ A).

(B.2)

We can now directly estimate the first and third factors of this
expression.

Since we know that the CLG starts at a node with index n
or higher, each of the remaining (l − k) gaps, including the gap
starting at node n, has the same chance to be the chosen largest
one. Hence

pl,k(G = n|G ≥ n, n ∈ A) =
1

l − k
. (B.3)

Moreover, with the conditions for pl,k, namely |F| = l and
Kn = k, there are (l − k) active nodes left in {n, . . . , N − 1},
and each of these (N − n) nodes has the same chance of being
active. Hence

pl,k(n ∈ A) =
l − k

N − n
. (B.4)

If we manage to show that

pl,k(G ≥ n|n ∈ A) ≥ pl,k(G ≥ n) (B.5)

then (B.2) leads to

pl,k(G = n) ≥ 1
N − n

pl,k(G ≥ n). (B.6)

Summing out the condition (Kn = k) yields the statement of
the lemma.

It remains to prove inequality (B.5). We employ the notation

A = {X1,X2, . . . , Xl} (B.7)

where 1 ≤ X1 < X2 < · · · < Xl ≤ N . Therefore, the first ac-
tive node with an index that is larger than or equal to n is Xk+1.
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Since we condition on the CLG to start after n, we know that
it also starts after Xk+1. We decompose the probability on the
left-hand side of (B.5) with respect to the possible positions of
Xk+1. We obtain

pl,k(G ≥ n)=
N−(l−k)∑

i=n

pl,k(G ≥ i|Xk+1 = i)pl,k(Xk+1 = i)

(B.8)

≤ pl,k(G ≥ n|Xk+1 =n)
N−(l−k)∑

i=n

pl,k(Xk+1 = i)

(B.9)

= pl,k(G ≥ n|Xk+1 =n). (B.10)

The inequality holds since the probability

pl,k(G ≥ i|Xk+1 = i) (B.11)

is monotone decreasing in i ∈ {n, . . . , N − (l − k)} since in-
creasing i leaves less space for the (l − k − 1) nodes after i and
simultaneously increases the length of the last gap before i by
one unit. �
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